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1. INTRODUCTION

Let k be a commutative Artinian ring. Throughout this article, we fix
an Artin k-algebra �. We denote by Mod� the category of right �-modules,
mod�, Proj�, proj�, inj�, and Inj� the full subcategories of Mod� consisting
of the finitely generated, the projective, the finitely generated projective, the
injective, and finitely generated injective �-modules, respectively. Let rad k be
the radical of k and I�k/rad k� be the injective envelope of k/rad k. The functor
D = Homk�−� I�k/rad k�� � Mod k → Mod k induces a functor between Mod� to
Mod�op, which is a duality when it is restricted to mod�.

The concept of an almost split sequence (or Auslander–Reiten sequence)
was introduced by Auslander and Reiten (1975), and it plays an important role
in the study of module categories. Later, the existence theorem for almost split
sequences was generalized in various directions. The corresponding notion for
triangulated categories is called Auslander–Reiten triangle. The study of such
triangles was initiated by Happel (1987), and the existence in various kinds of
triangulated categories has been studied by many authors; see for instance Happel
(1987) for the bounded derived category Db�mod��, and Krause (2000), Krause
and Le (2006) for compactly generated triangulated categories. In Reiten and
Van Den Bergh (2002), the connection between Serre functors and Auslander–
Reiten triangles was discussed. For an exact category, almost split conflations are
considered in Gabriel and Roiter (1992) (almost split exact pairs in the terminology
of Dräxler et al., 1999). A proof for the existence of almost split conflations in the
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exact category of complexes of fixed size can be found in Bautista et al. (2004).
Beligiannis (2002) presented a unified way to prove the existence of almost split
morphisms, almost split sequences, and almost split triangles in abstract homotopy
categories.

In Krause and Le (2006), Auslander–Reiten triangles in K�Inj�� were
studied. We continue this work and lift the existence theorem to C�Inj��. There
are two ways to provide such lifting, as the following commutative diagram
shows:

AR-formula in K�Inj�� −−−−→ AR-triangles in K�Inj���
�

AR-formula in C�Inj�� −−−−→ almost split conflations in C�Inj���

The Auslander–Reiten formula in K�Inj�� guarantees the existence of Auslander–
Reiten triangles (?). In Section 3, we use the existence theorem in K�Inj�� directly,
and describe the case of C�Inj�� by studying the relation between almost split
conflations in a Frobenius category and Auslander–Reiten triangles in its stable
category. In Section 4, we propose another method. A map � is defined and
an Auslander–Reiten formula in C�Inj�� is deduced from the Auslander–Reiten
formula in K�Inj��. Using this formula, the existence of almost split conflations can
be proved directly, with � the Auslander–Reiten translation.

We end this introduction by pointing out that our discussion of the category
C�Inj�� of complexes of injective �-modules covers the category C�Proj�� of
complexes of projective �-modules, because the categories Inj� and Proj� are well
known to be equivalent.

2. CATEGORY OF COMPLEXES

This section is devoted to giving the Frobenius structure on C�Inj��, and
discussing some other properties of this category.

2.1. Frobenius Categories

Let � be an additive category. A pair ��� 	� of composable morphisms X
�→

Y
	→ Z in � is called exact if � is the kernel of 	 and 	 is the cokernel of �. An exact

category is an additive category � endowed with a class � of exact pairs which is
closed under isomorphisms and satisfies some axioms (see Gabriel and Roiter, 1992
or Keller, 1990). The morphisms � and 	 appearing in a pair ��� 	� in � are called
an inflation and a deflation, and the pair ��� 	� is called a conflation.

Let ����� be an exact category. An object I of � is called �-injective if each
conflation I → Y → Z in � splits. The �-projective objects are defined dually. We
say � has enough injectives , if for each X ∈ � there is an inflation X → IX with
injective IX. If � also has enough projectives (i.e., for each x ∈ �, there is a deflation
PX → X with projective PX), and the classes of projectives and injectives coincide,
we call � a Frobenius category. In this case the stable category � is a triangulated

category (Happel, 1987), and the exact triangle X
�̄→ Y

	̄→ Z

̄→ �X in � is obtained
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by the commutative diagram

X
�−−−−→ Y

	−−−−→ Z∥∥∥
�

�


X −−−−→ IX −−−−→ �X

where the two rows are conflations of �.
Now we assume that � is Inj� or Proj�. Then �C������, the category of

cochain complexes in �, is an exact category, where � be the class of composable

morphisms X
�→ Y

	→ Z such that for each n ∈ Z, the sequence 0 → Xn
�n→ Y n

	n→
Zn → 0 is split exact (Keller, 1996). Moreover, it is a Frobenius category. A complex
is an �-projective�=�-injective) if and only if it is null homotopic, i.e., the identity
morphism of the complex is null homotopic. Hence its stable category coincides with
its homotopy category K���, which is a triangulated category, and �X = X�1 is
defined in the following way: Let X be an arbitrary complex, we denote by X�n the
shifted complex with X�ni = Xn+i and differential di

X�n = �−1�ndn+i
X .

For A∈�, consider the complex Ji�A�= �J s� ds� with Js = 0 if s �= i, s �= i+
1, J i = J i+1 = A, di = idA. It is not difficult to prove that all the indecomposable
�-projectives in C��� are the complexes Ji�A� with A indecomposable.

2.2. Homotopically Minimal Complexes

A complex X in some additive category is called homotopically minimal, if every
map � � X → X of complexes is an isomorphism provided that � is an isomorphism
up to homotopy. Let � be Inj� or Proj�. From Krause (2005, Appendix B) and its
dual result, we know that every complex in C��� has a decomposition X = X′ ∐X′′,
such that X′ is homotopically minimal, and X′′ is null homotopic. Moreover, X′ is
unique up to isomorphism. Denote by C���� the full subcategory of C��� whose
objects are the X in C��� with X = X′. Then we have the following useful lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be an object in C����. Then EndC����X� is a local ring if and
only if EndK����X� is a local ring.

Proof. Use that X is homotopically minimal. �

2.3. Indecomposable Objects in C+�b+�b+�b�inj��

It is well known that the bounded derived category Db�mod�� is a Krull–
Schmidt category (cf. Balmer and Schlichting, 2001, Corollary 2.10, and note that if
� is an Artin algebra, then Db�mod�� has split idempotents implies that Db�mod��
is Krull–Schmidt). Using the equivalence K+�b�inj�� � Db�mod�� (Krause, 2005,
Proposition 2.3), an object Z in K+�b�inj�� is indecomposable if and only if
EndK�Inj���Z� is a local ring. Furthermore, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. Let Z be an object in C+�b�inj��. Then Z is indecomposable if and
only if EndC�Inj���Z� is a local ring.
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Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. For the necessity, if Z is �-projective, then
Z = Ji�I� with I indecomposable, so EndC�Inj���Z� � End��I� is a local ring. If
Z is not an �-projective, then Z is homotopically minimal. We claim that Z is
indecomposable in K+�b�Inj��. Otherwise, there are two nonzero objects Z1, Z2 in
K+�b�inj��, and an isomorphism Z � Z1

∐
Z2 in K+�b�inj��, where Z1 can be written

as Z′
1

∐
Z′′
1 with Z′

1 homotopically minimal and Z′′
1 null homotopy. Similarly, Z2 can

be written as Z′
2

∐
Z′′
2 . Hence Z � Z′

1

∐
Z′
2 in C+�b�inj��, a contradiction. Therefore

EndC�Inj���Z� is a local ring since EndK�Inj���Z� is a local ring. �

2.4. Compact Objects

Recall that an object X in an additive category is compact if every map
X → ∐

i∈I Yi factors through
∐

i∈J Yi for some finite J ⊆ I . Let � be an additive
category with arbitrary coproducts. Denote by �c (Cc���, Kc���, resp.) the full
subcategory of � (C���, K���, resp.) which is formed by all compact objects.
We know well that there is an equivalence Kc�Inj�� � K+�b�inj�� (Krause, 2005,
Proposition 2.3). In this subsection, we study Cc���, and the compact objects in
C�Inj�� can be described explicitly as a corollary.

Proposition 2.3.

Cc��� = Cb��c��

Proof. On the one hand, let X be a bounded complex with compact components
and f � X → ∐

i∈I Yi be a chain map, then f s � Xs → ∐
i∈I Y s

i factors through a finite
subsum

∐
i∈Js Y

s
i . Hence f factors through the subsum indexed by the union of the

Js with Xs �= 0, which implies that X is compact in C���.
On the other hand, if X = �Xs� ds� is a compact object in C���, then the

morphism � � X → ∐+�
i=−� Ji�X

i+1� which is given by

X � · · · −−−−→ Xn

dn−−−−→ Xn+1 −−−−→ · · ·
(

1
dn

)�
�
(

1

dn+1

)
+�∐

i=−�
Ji�X

i+1� � · · · −−−−→ Xn
∐

Xn+1

(
0 1
0 0

)
−−−−→ Xn+1

∐
Xn+2 −−−−→ · · ·

factors through a finite subsum. Hence only finitely many Xi are nonzero. This
completes the proof that X is bounded.

Next we show that Xs ∈ �c for each s. In fact, for any morphism f � Xs →∐
i∈I Ai, we may consider the following chain map

X � · · · −−−−→ Xs−1 ds−1−−−−→ Xs
ds−−−−→ Xs+1 −−−−→ · · ·�fds−1

�f

�
∐
i

Js−1�Ai� � 0 −−−−→ ∐
i∈I

Ai

id−−−−→ ∐
i∈I

Ai −−−−→ 0 −−−−→ 0�

Again note that X is compact in C���, we know f factors through finite subsum.
�
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Corollary 2.4. Cc�Inj�� = Cb�inj��

3. ALMOST SPLIT CONFLATION

In this section we consider the existence of almost split conflations in C�Inj��.
Note that K�Inj�� is a compactly generated triangulated category, and the existence
of Auslander–Reiten triangles in this category is known (Krause, 2000; Krause and
Le, 2006). We study its relation with almost split conflations in C�Inj��.

Let us recall the relevant definitions from Auslander–Reiten theory first.
A morphism � � X → Y is called left almost split, if � is not a section and if every
morphism X → W which is not a section factors through �. Dually, a morphism
	 � Y → Z is right almost split, if 	 is not a retraction and if every morphism W → Y
which is not a retraction factors through 	.

Definition 3.1.

(1) A conflation X
�→ Y

	→ Z in an exact category is called an almost split conflation,
if � is left almost split and 	 is right almost split.

(2) An exact triangle X
�̄→ Y

	̄→ Z

̄→ X�1 in a triangulated category is called an

Auslander–Reiten triangle, if �̄ is left almost split and 	̄ is right almost split.

Note that the end terms X and Z of an almost split conflation are inde-
composable objects with local endomorphism rings. Moreover, each end term
determines an almost split conflation up to isomorphism. We have the same remark
for the Auslander–Reiten triangles.

Lemma 3.2. Let � � X
�→ Y

	→ Z be a nonsplit conflation in C�Inj��.

(1) If EndC�Inj���Z� is a local ring, then 	 is right almost split in C�Inj�� if and only
if 	̄ is right almost split in K�Inj��.

(2) If EndC�Inj���X� is a local ring, then � is left almost split in C�Inj�� if and only if
�̄ is left almost split in K�Inj��.

Proof. See Bautista et al. (2004, Section 7). �

Using Lemmas 2.1 and 3.2, we immediately get the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. If � � X
�→ Y

	→ Z is an almost split conflation in C�Inj��, then �̄ �

X
�̄→ Y

	̄→ Z

̄→ X�1 is an AR-triangle in K�Inj��. Conversely, if � � X

�→ Y
	→ Z is a

conflation in C�Inj�� with X�Z ∈ C��Inj��, such that �̄ is an AR-triangle in K�Inj��,
then � is an almost split conflation in C�Inj��.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose P
∐

X
�→ Y

	→ Z
∐

Q is a conflation in C�Inj�� with P and
Q null homotopic. Then it has the form

� � P
∐

X
�→ Y1

∐
Y2

∐
Y3

�→ Z
∐

Q�
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where � =
(

� 0
0 �1
0 0

)
, � = ( 0 	1 0

0 0 �

)
with � and � isomorphisms and � � X

�1→ Y2
	1→ Z

a conflation.

Proof. The proof is similar to Bautista et al. (2004, Lemma 7.2). �

Theorem 3.5. Let Z be a nonprojective indecomposable object in C+�b�inj��. Then
there exists an almost split conflation in C�Inj�� ending in Z.

Proof. Since K�Inj�� is compactly generated and Z is a compact object in K�Inj��
with local endomorphism ring, there exists an Auslander–Reiten triangle

�̄ � X
�̄→ Y

	̄→ Z

̄→ X�1�

see Krause (2000, Theorem 2.2). By the definition of exact triangle in K�Inj��,

we can find a conflation � � M
i→ N

p→ L in C�Inj�� such that �̄ is isomorphic to �̄
in K�Inj��. From Lemma 3.4, we can choose a proper � such that M�L ∈ C��Inj��.
Hence � is an almost split conflation in C�Inj��, by Proposition 3.3. Since Z is
isomorphic to L in K�Inj��, and both Z and L are objects in C��Inj��, we know
that Z is isomorphic to L in C�Inj��. �

Remark. We fix a locally Noetherian Grothendieck category �. Thus � is an
Abelian category with injective envelopes. It is easy to prove that C�Inj�� is
a Frobenius category, every object has a decomposition X = X′ ∐X′′ such that
X′ is homotopically minimal and X′′ is null homotopic, and X′ is unique up to
isomorphism. Moreover, K�Inj�� is compactly generated. Most results in Section 3
can be extended to C�Inj��, and we obtain a more general existence theorem: Let Z
be a nonprojective object in C�Inj�� with local endomorphism ring, such that Z is a
compact object in K�Inj��. Then there exists an almost split conflation in C�Inj��
ending in Z.

4. THE AUSLANDER–REITEN TRANSLATION

The classical Auslander–Reiten formula for modules over an Artin k-algebra
� says that

DExt1��M�N� � Hom��N�DTrM�

whenever M is finitely generated (Auslander and Reiten, 1975). Here, Tr denotes
the transpose construction. Auslander and Reiten used this formula to establish
the existence of almost split sequences. In Krause and Le (2006), this formula was
extended to K�Inj��. In this section, we will define a map � in C�Inj��, and give
an analogous formula. Using this formula, the existence of almost split conflations
can be proved directly, with � the Auslander–Reiten translation.

Let X be a complex in C�Inj��. Denote by pX its projective resolution,
that is, pX ∈ C�Proj�� such that each morphism from pX to an acyclic complex
in C�Mod�� is null-homotopic, and there is a quasi-isomorphism pX → X.
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For the existence of pX, see Keller (1994). Then pX can be decomposed as
�pX�′

∐
�pX�′′, where �pX�′ ∈ C��Proj��. Call �pX�′ the minimal projective resolution

of X. Applying the tensor functor −⊗� D� to every component of �pX�′�−1, we
obtain a new complex

�X = �pX�′ ⊗� D��−1

in C�Inj��. The following proposition implies that �X is homotopically minimal in
C�Inj��.

Lemma 4.1. Let X ∈ C�Proj�� be homotopically minimal. Then X ⊗� D� is a
homotopically minimal object in C�Inj��.

Proof. Note that the tensor functor −⊗� D� induces an equivalence from Proj�
to Inj�, which can be extended to the equivalence on the categories of complexes
C�Proj�� � C�Inj��, hence induces further an equivalence K�Proj�� � K�Inj��.
Then the result is easy to prove. �

Lemma 4.2. � induces an endofunctor in K�Inj��. Moreover, the restriction of � to
Kc�Inj�� is fully faithful.

Proof. The functor induced by � is the composite

K�Inj��
can−→ D�mod��

p−→ K�Proj��
−⊗�D�−→ K�Inj��

�−1−→ K�Inj��

In Krause and Le (2006) it was proved that the restriction of � to Kc�Inj�� is fully
faithful. �

Corollary 4.3. Let X be a nonprojective indecomposable object in C+�b�inj��. Then
�X is indecomposable.

Proof. From Proposition 2.2 we know that EndC�Inj���X�, and hence EndK�Inj���X�
is a local ring. Since X is a compact object in K�Inj��, by Lemma 4.2 EndK�Inj����X�
is a local ring. Since �X is homotopically minimal, EndC�Inj����X� is a local ring,
by Lemma 2.1. Hence �X is indecomposable. �

For given objects X and Z in C�Inj�� we denote by Ext1��Z�X� the set of all

exact pairs X
�→ Y

	→ Z in � modulo the equivalence relation which is defined in
the following way. Two such pairs, ��� 	� and ��′� 	′� are equivalent if there exists a
commutative diagram as below:

X
�−−−−→ Y

	−−−−→ Z∥∥∥∥
�

∥∥∥∥
X′ �′−−−−→ Y ′ 	′−−−−→ Z′
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then Ext1��Z�X� becomes an Abelian group under Baer sum. Recall again
that C�Inj�� is a Frobenius category, so HomC�Inj���Z�X� � HomC�Inj���Z�X� �
HomK�Inj���Z�X�.

Lemma 4.4. For arbitrary X , Z ∈ C�Inj��, there is an isomorphism

Ext1��Z�X� � HomK�Inj���Z�X�1�

which is natural in X and Z.

By Krause and Le (2006), we know that for X,Z in K�Inj�� with Z compact,
there is a natural isomorphism

DHomK�Inj���Z�X� � HomK�Inj���X� �Z�1��

Combining with the isomorphism in 4.4, we immediately get the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.5. Let X be an object in C�Inj�� and Z be an object in C+�b�inj��.
Then we have an isomorphism

�X � Ext1��X� �Z�
∼−→ DHomC�Inj���Z�X�

which is natural in X and Z.

Theorem 4.6. Let Z be a nonprojective indecomposable object in C+�b�inj��. Then
there exists an almost split conflation

�Z → Y → Z

in C�Inj��.

We introduce some lemmas before proving the theorem.

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that in an exact category ����� there is a commutative diagram

X
�−−−−→ Y

	−−−−→ Z�f

�g

�h

X′ �′−−−−→ Y ′ 	′−−−−→ Z′

such that ��� 	� and ��′� 	′� are conflations in �. Then there exists a morphism
u � Y →X′ such that u� = f if and only if there exists a morphism v � Z → Y ′ such that
	′v = h.

Lemma 4.8. Let � � X
�→ Y

	→ Z be a conflation in �C�Inj�����, then the following
are equivalent:

(1) � is an almost split conflation;
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(2) 	 is right almost split and EndC�Inj���X� is local.

Proof. See Auslander (1978). �

Proof of Theorem 4.6. Take for X the object Z in Proposition 4.5, we get an
isomorphism

�Z � Ext1��Z� �Z�
∼−→ DHomC�Inj���Z� Z��

Note that � = EndC�Inj���Z� is a local ring, and finitely generated as a k-module. Let
f be a nonzero map in DHomC�Inj���Z� Z� such that f vanishes on rad � . Denote by
� = �−1�f�. We claim that � is the almost split conflation.

First, � is not split since it is nonzero. Let u � W → Z be an arbitrary
morphism which is not a retraction, then its composition with any morphism
from Z to W is in the radical of � , so DHomC�Inj���Z� u��f� = 0. Hence
�WExt

1
��u� �Z����= 0, by the naturalness of �. Since �W is an isomorphism,

Ext1��u� �Z���� = 0. Lemma 4.7 implies that there exists a morphism v � W → Y such
that u = 	v, hence 	 is right almost split. Furthermore, in the proof of Corollary
4.3, we have seen that EndC�Inj����Z� is a local ring. Using Lemma 4.8 we finish the
proof. �
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